SETTLEMENT   OK   THE   BARBARIANS
territory. The king's real power depended upon his own personal
energy: under an energetic monarch such a,s Glovls or his son
Thierry (Thcodoric) it might be absolute; while, under an indolent
king, or one who was too young, it was very weak; but this was
not due to the recognition of any rights on the part of the subject,
or because the Franks had introduced the idea ofmdiviclmxl liberty,
or felt any respect for it; it was simply because they acted at the
promptings of their passions, obeying when they pleased, yet
capable of threatening or even slaying the king in a fit of rage,
Murders were frequent in the history of the Merovingian kings.
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The peoples of Germanic speech coming from the east were the
most powerful of the invaders, but not the only ones. Two other
peoples entered Gaul at its two western extremities, creating fresh
populations in those regions, which for a long time remained
independent of the Frankish kings.
In the north-west the peninsula known as Armoriea, which had
become so completely depopulated that even the place-names had
disappeared, was occupied between the fifth and uixth centuries
by groups of families coming by sea from different points ou the
coast of Great Britain and settling originally in a number of differ-
ent centres, These new-comers kept their name of Britons (Bry»
thonsj Bretons), which afterwards became attached to the country.
They retained their Celtic speech (akin to the ancient language of
Gaul and to Gaelic), which survives in that part of Brittany known
as 'la Bretagne bretonnante,' where it in still spoken and where the
place-names, and even most of the family names, are still Celtic,
They were Christians, and each of their settlements became the
see of a bishop; there were four of thesc> not counting Vannes,
which was an ancient Gallic civitos. The Bretons were of very
mixed race, but the large majority of their descendants are of very
much the same type as the populations of western France.
In the south-west there was a small warlike people, known to
its neighbours as the Vascones, or Basques. Coming from Spain
across the Pyrenees, it entered the service of a local chief who in
the seventh century cast offhis obedience to the kings of the Franks,
assumed the Roman title of dux, and made himself master of the

